
Application Note

NET-7 Planet
Network Optimization and Planning

NET-7 Planet provides a wealth of information that supports network planning. Traffic statistics feature an innova-

tive presentation, designed around the day-to-day tasks of the network-planning engineer, from configuration

checking to load analysis.

Vital Information To Support Network Planning

Traffic Statistics for Informed
Network Planning

Network planning is driven through feedback. The network planning

department maintains a model of the network. This model is continu-

ously updated according to network configuration changes, including

modification of routing tables, modification of Global Title translation

rules, assignment of physical resources such as circuits and signaling

links, provisioning of new network elements, and much more.

Network planning relies on traffic statistics, which provide information

about the load and behavior of the network, as seen in Figure 1. This

information is used to satisfy the targets set by the marketing depart-

ment. These targets may include factors such as quality level, cost,

coverage, and implementation of new services.

Once the changes are implemented, traffic statistics provide a feed-

back for the entire process – the actual result of configuration changes

is measured, and then possible additional network optimization initia-

tives are undertaken.

The Advantages of an Independent Approach

Planet generates traffic statistics by relying on the non-intrusive capa-

bilities of NET-7. This approach provides Planet with significant advan-

tages over “built-in” measurements:

Independence – No effects on network performance

Availability – No need to activate the measurements in advance on a sub-

set of the network

Scope – Correlated information from throughout the network
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Benefits of Planet

Rightsizing

Network optimization relies on the experi-

ence of the network engineers and their

ability to analyze and correlate the avail-

able data. NET-7 Planet automates this

process, making it more precise and less

prone to human error.

Traffic statistics are traditionally provided

by the network elements. NET-7 Planet

complements and surpasses these meas-

urements by providing an analytical view of

traffic flow across the network. Correlation

of data from different parts of the network

is necessary to achieve this level of

visibility.

Planning and dimensioning of the network

are based on the peak traffic values. For

both signaling and voice traffic, NET-7

Planet reports the Busy Hour and Busy

Quarter values as the more convenient

parameters to analyze the traffic

distribution.

Cost Reduction

Network planning activities are coordinated on different time scales

and may involve the whole network or just a portion of it. Routing

tables, for example, undergo daily configuration, while major optimiza-

tion efforts resulting in provisioning of new transmission and/or switch-

ing equipment depend on longer-term observations. Planet automates

the repetitive task of data collection and report generation, thus reduc-

ing the associated costs.

Troubleshooting

Network planning departments are also responsible for troubleshooting

activities. Improper configuration of the network, such as a loop in a

signaling route set, may cause severe problems. Network planning

engineers benefit from NET-7 Planet’s capability to highlight potential

problems and to analyze their impact on the network behavior.

Figure 1. The role of traffic statistics in network planning.
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Planet/TR BSC-BSC
Application

Traffic analysis on the A-interface is

invaluable for network optimization. Unlike

other network optimization tools, Planet/TR

generates statistical information by corre-

lating each and every call, network-wide,

from origin to termination.

Traffic Matrix

NET-7 Planet’s BSC-BSC application gen-

erates a full matrix of traffic indexes as

seen in Figure 2:

Each row of the matrix represents the traffic

originated in a BSC and terminated on

another BSC

For every BSC, the following indexes are

also generated:

Traffic coming from other networks and ter-

minated on home subscribers, split by inter-

connected operator

Traffic directed to other networks, split by

final destination network

Reports are organized in tables, according to the following timing

choices:

15 minutes

Same quarter-hour interval 

Daily summary

Busy hour

Measurements

The application provides the following indexes:

Traffic Load

Total Number of Seizures

Total Conversation Time

Average Conversation Time

ASR
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Figure 2. BSC-BSC Traffic Matrix.
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Planet/TR Core
Application

Planet/TR Core analyzes traffic routing

between core network nodes, including

MSC, VMS, Interconnection Gateway, and

Transit Switch (see Figure 3). The planning

engineer can feed the application with the

ISUP routing tables used by the network

elements and analyze in detail the volume

and quality of the different traffic flows.

Analysis of Traffic
Components

The analysis of traffic components is cen-

tered on each node, or observation point

(see Figure 4). For each observation point,

measurements are grouped in the follow-

ing traffic categories:

Terminating Traffic

Originating Traffic

Transit Traffic

Mobile Internal Traffic (between the BSCs of

an MSC)

Originating Traffic and Transit Traffic are

further split into:

(OPC, DPC) relations

Destinations (B-number)

Terminating Traffic is further split into

(OPC, DPC) relations

Measurements

The application provides the Busy Hour

values of the following indexes:

Traffic Load

Total Number of Seizures

Total Conversation Time

Average Conversation Time

Average Call Setup Time

ASR
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Figure 3. Planet/TR Core.

Figure 4. Observation point and traffic categories.
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Handover Matrix

Performance and distribution analysis of

handovers is crucial for network optimiza-

tion and planning down to the cell level.

When the cells are rearranged, analysis of

handovers indicates possible configuration

errors; for example, mismatch between the

number of Handover Required messages

and the number of Handover Command

and Handover Success messages between

two adjacent cells. NET-7 maintains a full

matrix, cell vs. cell, of handover metrics.

Measurements

The following counters are available, for

any pair of cells:

Handover Request

Handover Request Acknowledge

Handover Complete 

Handover Required

Handover Command

Handover Success

Handover Performed

Planet/SIG Application

Planet/SIG provides a new level of visibility of MTP signaling traffic dis-

tribution. The application enhances the measurements defined in ITU-T

Q.752 with innovative features such as auto-discovering and analysis of

the Signaling Route Sets as seen in Figure 5.

These data are used to:

Select optimum signaling paths between the network nodes

Determine capacity requirements

Control effectiveness of the optimization

Control load sharing

Diagnose focused signaling overloads

Check the bi-directional operation of individual routes

Planet/SIG adopts a two-level approach.

First Level Analysis

The first level of analysis concerns the network elements:

Nodes

Signaling Link Sets

Signaling Links

Second Level Analysis – Route Sets Discovery

The second level of analysis concerns the Signaling Route Sets. Given

a Link Set, Direction, and Time Period, Planet/SIG automatically discov-

ers the Signaling Routes that include the selected Link Set and calcu-

lates their contribution to the Busy Hour/Busy Quarter traffic. In

Figure 5, “D” represents the Link Set under observation.
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Figure  5. Planet/SIG – signaling route sets analysis.
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Measurements

The application provides the Busy Hour

and the Busy Quarter values of the follow-

ing indexes, as seen in Figure 6:

Total number of bytes

Number of bytes SIF/SIO

Number of MSUs

MSU rate (MSUs/second)

Average length of MSUs

Load (Erlang)
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Figure 6. Planet/SIG – Busy Quarter analysis by Signaling Routes.



For the most up-to-date product information, visit our web site at:

www.tektronix.com

You will find NET-7 pages under the Mobile Communications/Network

Monitoring section.
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K1297-G20 / K1205

The K1297-G20 and K1205 are portable multi-protocol testers offering modular
expandability and upgradeability to help you keep pace with emerging stan-
dards. The K1205 is designed for non-intrusive network monitoring and analy-
sis, while the K1297-G20 offers extended simulation, emulation, and confor-
mance test capabilities for telecom networks and network gateways.

Service and Support

When we deliver a Tektronix product to you, we provide support to complete
your solution. Our technical support experts offer application-specific solutions,
and our worldwide flexible support services, including on-site support, are
designed to ensure your instruments operate at peak performance. You receive
timely response when you need it, where you need it.

Contact Tektronix:

ASEAN Countries & Pakistan (65) 6356 3900

Australia & New Zealand (65) 6356 3900

Austria +43 2236 8092 262

Belgium +32 (2) 715 89 70

Brazil & South America 55 (11) 3741-8360

Canada 1 (800) 661-5625

Central Europe & Greece +43 2236 8092 301

Denmark +45 44 850 700

Finland +358 (9) 4783 400

France & North Africa +33 (0) 1 69 86 80 34

Germany +49 (221) 94 77 400

Hong Kong (852) 2585-6688

India (91) 80-2275577

Italy +39 (02) 25086 1

Japan 81 (3) 3448-3111

Mexico, Central America & Caribbean 52 (55) 56666-333

The Netherlands +31 (0) 23 569 5555

Norway +47 22 07 07 00

People’s Republic of China 86 (10) 6235 1230

Poland +48 (0) 22 521 53 40

Republic of Korea 82 (2) 528-5299

Russia, CIS & The Baltics +358 (9) 4783 400

South Africa +27 11 254 8360

Spain +34 (91) 372 6055

Sweden +46 8 477 6503/4

Taiwan 886 (2) 2722-9622 

United Kingdom & Eire +44 (0) 1344 392400

USA 1 (800) 426-2200

USA (Export Sales) 1 (503) 627-1916

For other areas contact Tektronix, Inc. at: 1 (503) 627-7111 
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For Further Information
Tektronix maintains a comprehensive, constantly expanding collec-
tion of application notes, technical briefs and other resources to help
engineers working on the cutting edge of technology. Please visit
www.tektronix.com


